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ABSTRACT
Motion capture technologies digitize human movements by track-
ing 3D positions of specific skeleton joints in time. Such spatio-
temporal data have an enormous application potential in many
fields, ranging from computer animation, through security and
sports to medicine, but their computerized processing is a difficult
problem. The recorded data can be imprecise, voluminous, and
the same movement action can be performed by various subjects
in a number of alternatives that can vary in speed, timing or a
position in space. This requires employing completely different
data-processing paradigms compared to the traditional domains
such as attributes, text or images. The objective of this tutorial is
to explain fundamental principles and technologies designed for
similarity comparison, searching, subsequence matching, classi-
fication and action detection in the motion capture data. Specifi-
cally, we emphasize the importance of similarity needed to express
the degree of accordance between pairs of motion sequences and
also discuss the machine-learning approaches able to automatically
acquire content-descriptive movement features. We explain how
the concept of similarity together with the learned features can
be employed for searching similar occurrences of interested ac-
tions within a long motion sequence. Assuming a user-provided
categorization of example motions, we discuss techniques able to
recognize types of specific movement actions and detect such kinds
of actions within continuous motion sequences. Selected operations
will be demonstrated by on-line web applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Motion capture data are multiple time series of 3D positions of
human-skeleton joints recorded in a frame-by-frame manner. The
interest in capturing these data is continuously growing and new
application scenarios emerge in a variety of fields. For example, the
data could be employed in military to virtually simulate a combat
and conflict-resolving situations; in law-enforcement to identify
suspicious subjects or events; in smart homes to detect anomalous
behavior or body positions of elderly people; in sports to quantify
the improvement of athlete’s performance or to predict possible
injuries; or in medicine to evaluate progress in rehabilitation or to
discover movement disorders as indicators for choosing suitable
treatments.

A great application potential together with a growing availability
of capturing devices indicate a considerable increase of motion
data volume in the near future. A capturing device – recording 3D
positions of tens of skeleton joints simultaneously at the rate of 120
frames per second – can easily produce gigabytes of continuous
data within a single day. Even though storing such quantity of
data makes an issue, their intelligent management is a much more
challenging problem. Content-based processing techniques, such
as searching, organizing and analyzing, are crucial to fully exploit
the data potential and make the expensively recorded data more
accessible, valuable and reusable.

In this tutorial, we focus on search-based techniques that can
efficiently localize relevant motions within a large data collection or
relevant subsequences within a very long motion sequence. We also
discuss classification techniques able to determine specific kind of
movement actions with respect to a user-provided categorization of
example motions. Such categorization can additionally be employed
for semantic segmentation of long sequences, e.g., to detect user-
specified motion events in real time or to provide the long-sequence
annotation.

2 SIMILARITY CONCEPT
Intelligent processing of motion capture data requires to follow
patterns used in real-life evolution and communication between
species. There, recognition, learning and judgment presuppose an
ability to categorize stimuli and classify situations by similarity,
which is subjective and context-dependent. The common approach
in processing complex, typically unstructured, digital data is to
extract content-preserving structured features and use them for
associative access. The most successful generic approach follows
the metric space model [40], which has been already applied in
numerous data processing domains [39]. However, contrary to
more traditional data types such as text documents or images, the
similarity in the motion-data domain has to additionally handle the
dynamics of the time dimension [38].
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To effectively model the spatial and temporal evolutions of differ-
ent motions, robust and sufficiently discriminative features need to
be extracted [30]. To become invariant towards the subject’s posi-
tion, orientation and skeleton size, the input data are often normal-
ized [22]. The normalized data are then processed to extract features
on the level of frames or segments. The frame-based features [6]
describe single-frame characteristics, for example, normalized dis-
tances of pairwise joints [35, 41], co-occurrence of joints [42] or
other relational features [20]. The segment-based features describe
a multiple-frame sequence by covariance matrices [33], fisher vec-
tors [8], or learned representations extracted using convolutional
neural networks [23], auto encoders [34] or support vector ma-
chines [11]. The learned representations [23, 29] generally achieve
a higher descriptive power than hand-crafted features [20, 32].

The frame-based features are represented as a multi-dimensional
time series whose length corresponds to the motion length. The
time series of two different motions are compared by time-warping
distance measures, such as the Dynamic Time Warping in [2]. On
the other hand, the segment-based features have a fixed length and
can be efficiently compared, for example, high-dimensional vectors
by the Euclidean distance in [23] or bit strings by the Hamming
distance in [34].

3 SEARCHING, CLASSIFICATION AND
SEMANTIC SEGMENTATION

We consider that motion data appear in form of either a single long
motion, or a collection of short motions. While the short motions
represent semantically-indivisible actions (e.g., Rittberger jump
taking 0.7 seconds), the long one relates to a more complex topic
(e.g., figure-skating performance taking 3minutes) and can contain
many short actions. The long sequence can be processed either as
a whole, or in the stream-based nature if the whole sequence is not
known in advance or does not fit into main memory.

3.1 Similarity Searching
To search a collection of short motions, a k-nearest neighbor (kNN)
query can be evaluated to obtain the k motions that are the most
relevant to a user-provided query motion, based on similarity of
their features. Since the collection can be large, multi-dimensional
or metric-based index structures [40] can be employed to speed-up
similarity search.

If the collection contains a long motion, subsequence search is
applied to discover the long-motion parts that are similar to the
query from both the content and length points of view. One way is
to search for the long-motion frames whose features are similar to
the features of selected query-motion frames. The retrieved sets of
similar frames are then ranked in temporal order to identify query-
relevant subsequences [26]. Since searching in frame-based features
needn’t be so effective, the segment-based features are extracted
from overlapping [25] or disjoint [28] segments, which are detected
in an unsupervised way [13, 37] from both the long motion and
query. To identify query-relevant segments, sequential search can
be used, such as the A-LTK method in [9] or string-matching-based
algorithm in [5]. To improve scalability when searching in a large
number of segments, an index structure is employed, for example,
the trie-based structure in [12] or PPP-Codes index in [25].

3.2 Action Recognition
Action recognition, also referred to as action classification, is the
problem of inferring the kind of movement action, based on a pre-
classified collection of short motions. The class of a query motion
can be recognized by a kNN classifier that searches the input col-
lection to retrieve the k most query-relevant motions whose class
labels are then ranked [24, 27]. Such kNN classifiers have been
gradually effaced by the increasing success of neural networks that
recognize the query class directly. Specifically, deep convolutional
networks are trained by the 2D-motion-image features that are also
classified by the network [14]. Most attempts suggest to employ the
architecture of recurrent neural networks to better model the con-
textual dependency in the temporal domain [17]. This architecture
can be enriched by the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) to better
learn long-term temporal dependencies [15, 18, 30, 42]. To further
handle the noise and occlusion of skeleton sequences, gating mech-
anisms are integrated to learn the reliability of the sequential data
and accordingly adjust their effect on updating the long-term con-
text information stored in LSTM cells [17]. To benefit from different
architectures at the same time, the combination of convolutional
and LSTM networks is proposed [21]. The recurrent networks are
also enriched by attention-based mechanisms to additionally detect
the most discriminative moments within an action [1, 18, 30].

3.3 Semantic Segmentation
Most recognition approaches classify only the short motions that
correspond to a single action. Only few of them [3, 7, 33, 35, 36, 41]
can detect and recognize actions within a long unsegmentedmotion.
Such semantic segmentation is more difficult as the beginnings and
endings of actions are unknown and have to be determined.

Similarly as in subsequence search, the long motion can be par-
titioned to extract segment-based features. The segment features
are then used to search for the nearest matches within the features
of the predefined class actions. If the computed similarity is high,
the nearest-match class is considered as the segment label [7, 20].
The disadvantage is that many overlapping segments have to be
processed and, when labeled, they do not have to straightforwardly
mark the precise beginnings and endings of actions. Moreover, each
segment has to be known before its processing begins, implying
that labels are discovered with a slight delay.

To avoid such disadvantages, a per-class probability can be
estimated for each frame by exploiting learned class representa-
tions. To enhance the quality, the contextual information of so-far
scanned frames is continuously encoded, for example, in recur-
rent frame-based features [41], hidden states of auto encoders [4],
deep beliefs [35] or LSTM-based neural networks [10, 31]. This
enables detecting actions even before they finish, which makes
the frame-based semantic segmentation suitable for early action
detection [16, 19] or future action prediction [4, 10]. On the other
hand, learning-based approaches require costly training and cannot
dynamically react when the specification of target actions changes.
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